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INTRODUCTION
My father once asked me to try to explain to him the relationship between mathematics and the physical sciences. After some thought, I
explained it this way: The sciences are like a brick wall which is being built. To give the wall support, a tree (mathematics) is planted in the soil of logic and language (which in turn rests on reasoning and experience). The tree grows up and provides a solid support on which the wall can lean. However, once the tree has served that purpose, there is nothing which keeps it from growing and branching still further. In fact, without the prunings of 'usefulness' and 'applicability', the growth and ramifications are great indeed. Ironically, since the wall is continually being revised and extended, some of the previously 'useless' branches suddenly find themselves supporting an integral part of the new developments in science.
The analogy may also help in presenting the particular branch of mathematics called topological dynamics or dynamical systems.
The theory of dynamical systems, motivated especially by problems of celestial mechanics, grew up out of the theory of ordinary differential equations in the late 19th century with the pioneering work of Henri Poincaré and A. M. Lyapunov. Lyapunov investigated the stability of a motion (solution) for a system of n first order differential equations. He rigorously defined the concepts of stability, asymptotic stability, and instability; and provided a means to analyze the stability properties of a solution of an ordinary differential equation [3] .
Poincaré studied topological properties of solutions of autonomous ordinary differential equations in the plane. His introduction of the concept of trajectory allowed him to study the qualitative behavior of differential equations and to formulate and solve them as topological problems. Consequently, Poincaré paved the way for the abstract notion of a dynamical system by A. À. Markov and H. Whitney. These authors studied trajectories generated by a general one-parameter topological transformation group acting on a (suitable) space [3] .
G. D. Birkhoff took up the reins in the early 20th century, and it
is he who is considered the founder of the theory of dynamical systems.
His work is the foundation out of which has grown the two main branches of work in dynamical systems, namely topological theory and ergodic theory.
More recently, the concept of a dynamical system has been generalized still further to topological transformation groups. R. Ellis and H. Furstenberg, among others, have made progress in this area [3] .
Returning to the analogy of the wall and the tree, it appears the theory of dynamical systems has grown from its original purpose of modeling celestial mechanics to take on a life and meaning of its own.
In fact, R. Ellis comments [6, ix-x]: "The relevence of the abstract theory ... [is that] the topological tools used are refined and the essence of the theorems displayed. However, it is not clear that the problems which are germane to abstract topological dynamics will have application to differential equations. ... [For] not only is the differential structure ignored but the topological properties of the reals are not made essential use of."
This thesis is clearly in the realm of abstract topological dynamics. Hopefully it will serve not only in answering questions, but also in raising still others.
I. PRELIMINARIES I.l. G*-A.lgebra Theory

*
This section is devoted to introducing and developing the C -algebra theory which we use in constructing extensions of dynamical systems.
Since the results are included in the main body of functional analysis [4] we omit the proofs.
Definition I.1.1. A Banach algebra is an algebra M over a field F (= C or R) that has a norm II • II relative to which W is a Banach space and such that for all f,g € 81, llfgll < llfllllgll. If 51 has an identity, 1, it is assumed that 111!! = 1. If f Ç 31 and 81 has an identity, we say that f is invertible if there is a g € SI with fg = gf = 1.
Note. We will assume henceforth that 81 is taken over the complex field, C. Suppose X is a compact space and x € X. Take 6^ : C(X) + C defined by G^/f) = f(x). It is straightforward to show that 6^ is a homomorphism on the algebra C(X). Ths next theorm shows that the functions 6^ exhaust all homomorphisms.
Theorem I.1.11. If X is compact, then the nap x + 6^ is a homeomorphism of X onto 8pec(C(X)]. We now turn our attention to a particular class of Banach algebras called C*-algebras. Theorem I.1.13 will have a counterpart (Theorem 1.1.18) which together with Theorem I.1.11 will be used extensively in the formation of extensions of dynamical systems. 
Dynamical Systems, Minimality, Topological Transitivity
In this section we give the needed background material from the theory of topological dynamics and dynamical systems. The definition of a dynamical system varies somewhat in the literature. The following will suffice for our purposes. The following propositions show when these dynamical properties have equivalent formulations [13] . (ii) The only closed subsets E of X with <(i(E) = E are 0 and X.
(iii)
For every nonempty open subset U of X, we have U_" 4,"(U) = X.
Proof. (i) => (11) . Suppose ^ is minimal and let E be closed, E ^ 0 and (|)(E) = E. If x € E, then © ,(x) CE so X = ©. (x) c E.
Hence X = E. Proof. Similar to the preceding proof.
The next two propositions require that X be 2° countable. This is not a severe restriction since one is often working with compact metric spaces. is open and (|)( 4^(U)) = U_^ <1)"(U), so it is dense by (111).
(iv) =» (v). Let U^, ..., be a countable base for X. Then {x € X : 6 (x) = X} = n" , U "
m=-«> dense by (iv). The result follows since X is a Baire space. (ii) Whenever E is a closed subset of X and ^(E) c E then either E = X or E is nowhere dense. The other implications are similar to the preceding proof. O
More Dynamical Properties
We go on to define and discuss four more dynamical propertiesexpansiveness, topological entropy, distallity and proximality. It is possible to define each of these properties either with our without reference to a metric [6] , [13] . However, we will be applying them only to metric spaces so we will restrict ourselves to the (for our purposes more useful) definitions which rely on a metric. Of course, since there are equivalent definitions which rely only upon the topology (and not the particular metric being used), this shows that the properties are independent of the metric -assuming the metric gives the topology. We also take Z = Z in this section since the properties depend on <{> being a homeomorphism.
Note. In this section we assume the space X is metrizable as well as compact. Defining the entropy of <|) requires some preliminary notions. Let d(",") be a metric which induces the topology on X. Take d^ : X X X + [0,") to be d^(x,y) = max{d(*^(x), *^(y)] : 0 < i < n-l} where n is a positive integer. d^(',') is then a metric and we can make the following Definition 1.3.4. Let n € z\ e > 0, and take K c X to be compact. A subset F of X is said to (n,e) span K with respect to (j) if for all X € K, there is a y € F such that d^(x,y) < e. We denote by r^(e,K,(|)) (or just r^(e,K)] the smallest cardinality of any (n,e)-spanning set of K with respect to <|). Finally, take r(G,K,*) = lim sup log r^(e,K). n + CO Remark 1.3.5. r^(e,K) < <*• since K is compact, however the value of r(e,K,(|)) could be «> [13, p. 170 ]. Definition 1.3.6. Let h(^;K) = lira r(e,K,(|)). We then define the G + 0 topological entropy of ^ to be h($) = sup{h(*;K) : KC X, K compact}.
If we want to emphasize d, we will write h^((J)). The preceding proposition of course shows directly that the topological entropy is independent of the metric. It should also be noted that to find h($) it is enough to find h(^;X). This is because if the set F (n,6)-spans X, then F is also an (n,G)-spanning set for K. Thus r^(G,K) < r^(G,X). This proves the Proof. Since r^(6,K,<j)'") < r^^(G,K,(|)), we have log r^(G,K,*™) < m(i^ log r^^(G,K,((>)). It follows that h(i)>™) < mh(^). On the other hand, since <(> is uniformly continuous, given G > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that d(x,y) < S implies max{d(*J(x), 4^(Y)) : 0 < j < m-l} < G. SO an (n,G)-spanning set for K with respect to <})™ is also an (mn,G)-spanning set for K with respect to Thus r (G,K,*) < r (5,K,*^), so r (G,K,*) < ^ r (ô,K,(|)"). ton n tun mn n n Therefore mr(p,K,^) < r(6,K,^^). Letting G + 0 (so 5 + 0), we get mh(<j)) < h((j)"'). <> Finally, we mention the properties of distallity and its counterpart proximality [10] . We will not investigate these properties further, but will mention that there are some interesting relationships involving these properties which have been studied [6] , [13] . For example, a distal homeomorphism (j) : X X can be decomposed into minimal pieces, i.e., X = U X, i e I 1 where I is some index set, the sets X^ are closed and pairwise disjoint, and i(i|^ is minimal and distal.
An Irrational Rotation of the Circle
We conclude this chapter with an example which illustrates many of the definitions and results of the preceding sections. In this chapter we first construct extensions of (X,(j),E) obtained from function algebras. We then investigate when the extensions will inherit the properties of topological transitivity and minimality.
Forming an Extension
Let (X,(|),S) be a dynamical system and take B(X) to be the set of Proof. Let {x^} be a net which converges in the weak*-topology on X to an element x € X. The results above show that (X,$,Z) is a dynamical system. We continue by showing that (X,$,E) is an extension of (X,0,Z). We use the fact that X is the spectrum of C(X) (Theorem I.1.11).
Take Xq € X. Since Xg is a homoraorphism on 91, ^q^CCX) & horaoraorphism on C(X). Thus there is a unique element of X, call it
Xq, such that XgCf) = 6^ (f) = fCxg) for all f € C(X). Let p : X 4-X be the mapping which associates elements of X and X in this way; i.e., P(Xq) = Xg.
Proposition 11.2.6. p : X X is a continuous surjection.
Proof. To show p is surjective, we must show that given a homoraorphism, x, on C(X) we can find a homoraorphism x on 91 such that *1q(x) ~ Equivalently, can x € spec(C(X)) be extended to Now let {x^} be a net of horaoraorphisms of SI which converge to X € 51. Then
Note. Henceforth the symbol x (Ç X) will be understood to be an Proof. We must show that given x g X, p((j)(x)) = ^(p(x)). We think of x 6 X as being a homoraorphism on C(X), so we show <f, p((t)(x))> = <f, (j)(p(x))> for all f € C(X). Now 
The Main Result
Definition 11.4.1. Let f € B(X), x € X. We define the limit set of f at X to be (z € C : there exists a net (x^) c X, x^^ + x, it X, such that f(x^) + z}, and denote it by A(f;x). The same notation will be used for vector-valued functions Î : X + c". Conditions (i) and (11) are equivalent, and each implies (ill). If we also assume that <|) ^(x) is a finite set for each x X, X contains no isolated points, and there is (at least) one point in X with a dense orbit, then (Hi) implies (1) and (ii).
Following immediately is the We conclude this chapter with a specific example. 
AN EXTENSION OF THE IRRATIONAL ROTATION OF THE CIRCLE
Ill.l. Introduction
We now turn our attention to the dynamical properties discussed in Chapter 1.3. One can show -using an alternate but equivalent definition of topological entropy [13, p. 166 ] -that the entropy of any extension of (Xjè,Z) is greater than or equal to the entropy of (X,(j),Z). This is, of course, to be expected. A. more interesting -and challenging -question is: Ifhen is the entropy of an extension equal to that of the original system? Likewise, when and how do the other topological properties carry over to extensions? We do not answer these questions in any generality, but we will prove the following result.
Let (X,(|),Z) be the dynamical system discussed in Chapter 1.4. Let ÇQ : X C be a bounded function (without loss of generality we assume IIÇQII = 1) which is continuous on X\{o}, and discontinuous at 0 (so that we get a proper extension). Take SI to be the C*-agebra generated k. by C(X) and the functions = gg o ^ , k € Z (so is discontinuous at -ka). With X and <j) as in Chapter II, the dynamical system (X,^,Z) preserves the zero topological entropy of (X,4,Z), differs from (X,^,Z) in that (X,*,Z) has proximal points (so is not distal), and may or may not be expansive depending on the function this thesis
Many thanks
